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Abstract 

 

An NLP-Deep Learning approach for Product Rating Prediction Based on Online Reviews and 

Product Features 

 

Tolou Amirifar 

 

 

This study focuses on predicting the popularity of a product based on its overall rating score. 

Unlike previous studies that focus on predicting the review rating based on sentiment analysis and 

polarity of the reviews, in this thesis, the effect of product features in determining its popularity is 

directly measured and analyzed in order to predict its overall rating score. To this end, a 

methodology consisting of three phases is considered. Phase 1 predicts the overall rating by 

feeding the general product features, extracted from the online product information available on 

Amazon webpages to a Deep Learning (DL) model. Phase 2 identifies other features that customers 

care about the most by applying the Named Entity Recognition (NER) algorithm to the customer 

online reviews; and lastly, Phase 3 feeds the combination of the general and custom features to the 

DL model to predict the overall rating score of the product.  

The experimental results on a dataset of laptop products, collected from Amazon, indicate an 

impressive performance of the proposed approach, which is mainly attributed to including custom 

product features to the inputs of the DL algorithm when compared with the existing method. More 

precisely, the proposed model could achieve the highest accuracy score of 84.01%, 84.68% for 

recall, 87.63% for precision, and 84.06% for F1 score. Applying this procedure could help 

businesses identify the specific areas of strengths and weaknesses of their products or services 

from the perspective of their customers, allowing them to thrive in today's competitive markets. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the way customers perceive the products and services of the companies has 

had a huge impact on their financial viability and market growth. Customer reviews help 

businesses to better understand the customer perception of the product, and brand, generate ideas 

for quality improvements, reduce complaints/claims, and gather information on introducing 

enhanced/new features for new products. This User-Generated Content (UGC) plays a significant 

role in determining purchasing behavior because a consumer is eager to get the opinion of other 

customers by evaluating their reviews through online shopping websites, forums, social networks, 

etc. The customers’ opinions are generally presented in an unstructured and shapeless (free-text) 

format and user star-level rating of out of five [1] [2].  

It is important to interpret these data correctly, as it exposes everything from purchasing 

patterns to product defects and offers a major competitive advantage. It will also expand business 

opportunities to discover consumer preferences, product improvements, and marketing insights 

[3]. Converting this unstructured online content into structured data requires computational 

approaches such as Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL), Natural Language Processing 

(NLP), and many more that will be elaborated on in this research. 

This study aims to apply these methodologies and comes up with a solution that predicts the 

product rating based on online reviews that customers share on shopping websites such as Amazon. 

Towards this goal, this research intends to explore the analytical aspects such as NLP and DL that 

will derive meaningful insights from UGC. In this research, a specific question is going to be 

analyzed: Is it possible to predict the popularity of a product via its rating score using solely the 

product features? 

1.1. Thesis Objectives and Organization 

To tackle the research question, the following objectives are defined, implemented, and 

accomplished in the upcoming sections: 
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(1) To create a new dataset of a product (laptop) including its major features obtained from 

product details and descriptions published on Amazon web pages by the manufacturers, 

and its average/overall rating score. 

(2) To predict the average/overall rating score of the product based on its general features by 

applying suitable DL benchmark algorithms. 

(3) To identify additional features that the majority of customers cited in their reviews by 

applying NLP techniques to review content.  

(4) To create a corpus of reviews, which is obtained from the Amazon website on the same 

category of product (laptop), to extract custom features. 

(5) To detect the most influential features (both general and custom) in shaping product rating 

scores. 

(6) To predict the average/overall rating score of the product based on the influential features 

by applying DL benchmark algorithms. 

(7) To compare the results in benchmark models with each other and comparable research on 

similar topics, in terms of performance metrics.   

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works 

about rating prediction and product feature extraction. Thesis contributions are discussed in 

Section 3. Section 4 describes the methodology, comprising of different algorithms employed in 

this research as well as various performance metrics applied to measure their competence. The 

data collection and preprocessing are given in Section 5. The baseline algorithms, the experiment 

setup, and results are provided in Section 6. The discussion and analysis of the results are presented 

in Section 7, Section 8 concludes this research and finally, Section 9 provides the direction for 

future studies. 
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2. Review of related literature 

Before delving into the review of related literature, some relevant fundamental concepts will 

be discussed in order to better comprehend the proposed algorithms explored in each phase of the 

proposed methodology. 

2.1. Machine Learning  

ML is referred to as the science and art of programming computers to learn from data [4]. ML 

term generally describes a variety of computer-based data mining techniques to detect complex 

patterns, mainly in large and complex datasets, intended to provide insights for prediction, 

classification, and decision-making purposes [5]. The ability to learn from the environment is the 

most important aspect of designing a successful ML application. According to the nature of the 

data labeling, ML algorithms are usually divided into supervised, unsupervised, and semi-

supervised learning [6]. These categories are depicted in Figure 1 adapted from [6]. In this 

research, supervised learning is applied to predict the desired output. In supervised learning, the 

intended output referred to as labels, is included in the training data that is given to the algorithm. 

Training data consists of samples that teach the algorithm to accurately predict output when it 

encounters new data that it has never seen before, which is referred to as test data. The spam filter 

is an excellent illustration of this: it is trained to identify new emails using a large number of 

sample emails and their classification (spam or not spam) [4].  

 

 
Figure 1. Categories of machine learning algorithms according to training data nature [6] 
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One of the most important supervised learning algorithms is Neural Networks, also known as 

artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are a subcategory of machine learning and are at the 

heart of deep learning algorithms. Deep learning is a branch of machine learning, with neural 

networks serving as the foundation of deep learning algorithms. Figure 2 illustrates how machine 

learning, neural networks, and deep earning are related. 

ANNs are inspired by the brain's first models of sensory processing. We can train the network 

to handle a wide range of problems by using algorithms that imitate the activities of actual neurons 

[44]. An ANN is made up of node layers, which include an input layer, one or more hidden layers, 

and an output layer. Each node is linked to another and has its own weight and threshold. If the 

output of any individual node exceeds the defined threshold value, that node is activated and sends 

data to the next layer of the network and the output of one node becomes the input of the next 

node. The mathematical logic of this algorithm will be fully explained in the methodology section. 

 
Figure 2. Relations between machine learning, neural networks, and deep learning 

 

2.2. Deep Learning 

Deep Learning (DL), which stems from the study of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), is 

considered an evolution of ML methods. It combines low-level features to form a more abstract 

high-level representation. These ANNs are made up of multiple layers, with each layer receiving 

the output of the previous layer, executing a unique function, and then transferring its output to the 

Machine Learning 

Artificial Neural Network 

Deep Learning 
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next layer [7]. The term "deep" in deep learning refers to the number of layers in a neural network. 

A deep learning algorithm can be defined as a neural network with more than one hidden layer.  

Figure 3 displays a Deep Neural Networks (DNN) structure as an illustration. DL also promises 

improvements in prediction performance as compared to traditional ML models [8]. To examine 

the potential of DL to predict risky retail investors in a financial risk behavior forecasting case 

study, Kim et al. [9] employed a DNN for operational risk forecasting which confirmed the feature 

learning capability of DL algorithms. This procedure provided guidance on designing suitable 

network architecture and demonstrated the advantage of DL over ML and rule-based benchmarks. 

DL has been also used for text categorization. Kraus et al. [10] reviewed DL in the area of business 

analytics and investigated its performance in operations research across different scenarios with 

real data from entrepreneurs. Based on the empirical results of different cases they suggested that 

DL is a feasible and effective method, which can considerably and consistently outperform 

traditional ML counterparts in prediction performance from the family of data-analytic models. 

Wang et al. [11] proved that when DL methods, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), an ANN architecture, and DNN are compared with traditional 

methods (Catboost1, XGboost2, Lightgbm3), for marketing intention detection, the neural network-

based (NN-based) approaches are superior to the traditional methods based on all data sets. They 

also demonstrated that the NN-based models can efficiently construct the semantic representation 

of the text under investigation. The F1 score of their proposed model based on two test sets was 

respectively 71% and 73% which are higher than other benchmark models. 

 

 
1 Open-source gradient boosting on decision trees library [67] 
2 Optimized distributed gradient boosting library [68] 
3 Gradient boosting framework that uses tree-based learning algorithms [69] 
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Figure 3. Deep Neural Network Structure 

2.3. Natural Language Processing 

The two main components of an online review that influence consumer choices are ratings and 

content reviews. Researchers use a programmed approach to extract useful information from the 

content [12]. Natural language processing (NLP) refers to a set of computing approaches for the 

automatic analysis and representation of human languages [13]. NLP [14], basically helps to 

interpret a text by the computer. The significance of NLP stems from the fact that the World Wide 

Web (WWW) has a massive quantity of data, at least 20 billion pages, which can be exploited as 

a valuable resource [13]. NLP applications include but are not limited to a variety of business 

purposes such as sentiment analysis, market intelligence, neural machine translation, information 

retrieval (IR), classification of text into categories, information extraction (IE), creditworthiness 

assessment, and so on. Sentiment analysis is an ongoing field of research that can be used to 

identify people's views, attitudes, and feelings about an item. This item can be an individual, an 

event, a topic, or a product and is most likely to be covered by reviews [15]. Other than identifying 

sentiment polarity (negative, neutral, or positive), NLP applications help to extract a lot of valuable 

information from reviews. Perceiving the features that customers care about the most about a 

product and eventually discussing them in their reviews is a good example of NLP that has been 

explored in this research. 

   Input Layer     Hidden Layers          Output Layer 
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Until choosing to dig deeper and read the text in reviews, almost all shoppers who are reading 

reviews, pay attention to the rating score. Rating scores are one of the widely available forms of 

user feedback that has been found to significantly influence the shopping behavior of users, a 

measure that represents the contents of such reviews numerically [16]. In this regard, Review 

Rating Prediction (RRP) became a prevalent topic in the area of online review analysis. The 

predicted rating reflects an estimated user’s satisfaction with an item and it is usually presented on 

a 1–5 scale, where a rating value of 5 means the highest and a rating value of 1 means the lowest 

satisfactory rate. The existing rating scores represent users’ behavior towards products or services 

which is the basis of review rating prediction [17]. Many researchers apply sentiment analysis to 

reviews to find out the polarity of the customer’s feelings (negative, neutral, or positive) toward 

the product and use it to predict the rating the customer will assign. The authors in [15] illustrated 

the process of identifying sentiment polarity as in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Sentiment analysis process on product reviews [15] 

 

Given the main focus of this research on product feature extraction and rating prediction, the 

literature review is divided into two main sections. The first section focuses on state-of-the-art 
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rating prediction models and the second part reviews the existing approaches for product feature 

extraction from online reviews. 

2.4. Product Rating Prediction 

The literature on online reviews analysis is composed of several areas such as review 

helpfulness prediction, feature extraction, reviews sentiment analysis, opinion mining, customer 

retention, review rating prediction and so on which usually follow the same paradigm [18]. Wang 

et al. [19] proposed a review rating prediction method based on user context and product context 

by integrating user information and product information into review texts. Their method comprises 

a global review, a user-specific review, and a product-specific rating prediction model. The first 

model is a global review rating prediction, and it can be learned from training datasets of all users 

and all products, and it is shared by them. The second model is a user-specific review rating 

prediction, which learns the user’s personalized sentiment information from the training data of an 

individual user. The third model is a product-specific review rating prediction, which learns the 

parameters of the model using individual product training datasets. To learn the parameter of these 

models, the least-squares error loss principle and the stochastic gradient descent algorithm were 

used. The mean absolute error (MAE) of their proposed model (review rating prediction based on 

user context and product context) is reduced by 14%-17% compared to baseline models. 

Ahmed et al. [1] in a recent work proposed a review rating prediction framework using deep 

learning. The framework consists of two phases based on DL bidirectional gated recurrent unit 

(Bi-GRU) model architectures. Bi-GRU neural networks link two hidden layers with opposing 

output directions. The output layer of this type of generative deep learning can receive input from 

both the past (backward) and future (forward) states at the same time [20]. The first phase of their 

research is used for polarity prediction, and the second phase is used to predict review ratings from 

the review text. The experimental results demonstrated that their proposed framework can improve 

the rating prediction in terms of precision, recall, and F1-score by 2%-6% and reduce the root 

mean square error (RMSE) by 13%-27%, comparing with baseline approaches on balanced 

datasets. Cao et al. [18] proposed a new review semantics-based model to enhance the performance 
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of the review-based recommender. Their model includes the review semantics extractor, the 

review semantics generator, and the rating regressor. The review semantics extractor extracts the 

semantic features of a particular review text using a CNN. CNN is a multiple-layer neural network 

approach for learning hierarchical data characteristics. CNN has advanced considerably in the 

design and computation of NLP in recent years [21]. After extracting the semantic features, the 

semantics generator uses a memory network, such as the structure and attention mechanism to 

simulate the decision-making process. The generated semantics is then compared with the 

semantics extracted by the review semantics extractor. Finally, the generated semantic features are 

fed into the rating regressor to predict the overall rating. Their review semantics-based model 

(RSBM) could reduce the MSE by 1%-6% in all datasets from Amazon and Yelp, compared to 

baseline models. 

Rating prediction is also one of the most critical tasks for recommender systems (RS) [17]. 

Hasan Zadeh et al. [22] developed a review-based rating prediction system of information by 

applying user reviews and rating scores. Their proposed model handles the uncertainty problem of 

the rating histories, by fuzzifying the given ratings. Instead of using traditional models such as Bag 

of Words (BOW) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF), the authors utilized 

a word embedding representation model for textual reviews which makes use of the helpfulness 

voting scores to prune data. To construct a semantic vector for each of the reviews, they used the 

Doc2Vec embedding model [23] which refers to the process of generating the aggregated vector 

created for the whole review. To create the recommender system, they labeled every predicted 

high score (>3) rating by ‘+’, while the label of ‘-’ was assigned to the others. The final 

recommendation list consists of a set of products with positive labels. Finally, they revealed that 

the proposed recommender system outperforms its counterparts such as the rating-based K-Nearest 

Neighbor (KNN), based on the sentiment polarity of reviews, and user-personalized review rating 

prediction [24]. Their proposed model could significantly reduce MAE to 0.082, comparing 

baseline models. 
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2.5. Product Feature Extraction 

The existing rating prediction approaches are mainly based on review contents and employ 

only a single model to interpret the reviews’ sentiments, ignoring products’ features that are being 

reviewed. Nevertheless, product features have a significant influence on review rating prediction.  

Shrestha et al. [25] employed paragraph vectors to learn the syntactic and semantic relationship 

of a review text. They grouped and sorted review embedding to form a product sequence which is 

fed to a gated recurrent unit (GRU) to learn product embedding. The concatenation of review 

embedding generated from paragraph vectors and product embedding generated from GRU is used 

to train a support vector machine (SVM) for sentiment classification. The authors demonstrated 

that with only review embedding their proposed model performed at an accuracy of 81.29% and 

the inclusion of product embedding increased the accuracy to 81.82%. This shows that product 

information is a powerful feature that can be employed in sentiment analysis. They also used this 

classifier through a web service to predict the rating of a review and compare it against a given 

rating. This web service takes review text and review rating and provides a warning to the reviewer 

if there is any inconsistency between the given rating and review.  

In [26], the authors proposed new methods for extracting product features from online 

consumer reviews based on natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning techniques. 

Their proposed models identify new features and filter irrelevant features through a classification 

system based on subjective features and objective features. Subjective features are those features 

that appear in subjective statements where reviewers reflect their sentiments explicitly. Whereas, 

objective features, such as brand names or special models, appear in objective statements that don’t 

evolve reviewers’ positive or negative opinions. To extract subjective features, they employed 

double propagation [27], a recognized grammar-based technique, which uses a dependency parser 

to detect the opinion word and features, and comparison patterns. To extract objective features, 

they identified different patterns (e.g., Noun Phrase (NP) + Verb + NP) in the text and implemented 

the appropriate algorithm regarding each pattern. Then they applied the frequency filtering method 

(e.g., TFIDF), textual, and semantically similarity to prune the extracted features in the previous 
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stage. Compared to Double propagation, their proposed model achieved a higher recall score of 

86% due to the fact that they considered both subjective and objective features. 

Wang et al. [12], extracted product features from the online product description and customer 

reviews, employing a Kansai text mining approach. The extraction process was done by NLP tools 

such as regular expression based on detection of punctuations, and Tree Tagger which is a 

probabilistic Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagger. They also used syntactic rules to extract nouns and noun 

phrases from the text as the candidate features, since important product features are always 

expressed as nouns and noun phrases. In order to group the candidate features, they use heuristic 

rules and a semantic database (i.e., WordNet) to analyze the parent-child and is-neighbor 

relationships among the candidate features. Although the performance of their proposed model 

was different in positive and negative reviews, their model could outperform baselines in precision 

but led to lower results in F1 score and accuracy. 

Another recent widely used subtask of information extraction is Named Entity Recognition 

(NER). NER is one of the most important components of NLP systems for question answering 

[28], information retrieval [29], and machine translation [30], among other algorithms. NER 

systems have been studied and developed extensively for decades, but accurate systems based on 

Deep Neural Networks have just recently been established [31]. The majority of NER research has 

been structured by taking an unlabeled block of text and creating an annotated block of text that 

identifies the names of entities. Examples of named entities are: "Person", "Location", 

"Organization", or "Dates" but one can define customized named entities and be able to label any 

new categories mentioned within the unstructured text. Shelar et al. [32] compared different 

techniques and algorithms for creating custom NER models. The authors used the IOB4 tagging 

format and LSTM to create the NER model and evaluated their customized algorithms in terms of 

accuracy, F-score, prediction time, model size, and ease of training. LSTM is a type of recurrent 

neural network (RNN). In RNN, the output from the previous step is used as input in the next 

phase [33]. LSTM is created to address the problem of RNN long-term dependency, in which the 

 
4 Short for Inside, Outside, Beginning 
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RNN cannot predict the word stored in long-term memory but can offer more accurate predictions 

based on recent information. RNN does not function efficiently as the gap length increases while 

LSTM can keep information for a long time.  

In general, NER models are user-friendly and straightforward algorithms that now have many 

pre-trained libraries for some specific entities in Python and Java [34]. 

2.6. The Existing Gaps in The Literature 

Despite a host of research on online consumer reviews, there is still a great demand for 

research to improve the techniques for predicting customers’ behavior towards their purchases. 

Most of the existing related literature, predicts the review rating score by identifying the sentiment 

polarity of the reviews (sentiment analysis) [1][16][25][35]. In other words, current studies fail to 

incorporate product features as an input to the overall rating prediction algorithm. More 

specifically, sentiment analysis is not suitable for this research given that our main objective is to 

assist businesses to predict the overall rating of a new product based on its features before 

launching it to the market. This is expected to provide a good indication of the product's future 

sales potential before it is manufactured. At this point, no reviews have been posted about that 

product; therefore, the existing sentiment analysis approaches are not applicable. 

Furthermore, in previous studies, product features are usually extracted from product details 

and descriptions published on the web pages by the manufacturers. Although these features are 

still important ones, this study focuses on other product aspects that consumers have highlighted 

the most in their comments and that are most important to them. In addition, to extract product 

features from online product reviews, the traditional approaches are time-consuming for cleaning 

and preprocessing the data [2][12][19][26]. Furthermore, they are usually applied to identify noun 

words as candidates for feature names. However, implementing DL-NLP algorithms, such as 

Named entity recognition (NER) [36] which simplifies the task of extracting custom features 

seems to be a more promising path that will be pursued in this study. 
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3. Thesis contributions 

This work is focusing on predicting the popularity of the product based on its overall rating. 

The overall rating score is the average of every single rating coming along with the product review. 

Unlike previous works, instead of predicting the rating based on sentiment analysis and polarity 

of the review, the overall rating score of the product is going to be predicted based on general and 

custom product features. Nevertheless, customer reviews still play a significant role and are used 

indirectly in the prediction model. The product features which are the main attributes of shaping 

customer satisfaction will be extracted from the text of the review. These features in combination 

with other features extracted from product general information will act as the inputs to the 

predictive overall score rating model. In this manner, the effect of product features in determining 

its popularity will be directly measured and analyzed. 

This idea originates from the fact that reviews are mainly generated from users’ personal 

experiences of consuming the product and the key elements of shaping the satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction of a consumer are basically product features. Hence, these features are going to be 

directly utilized to predict the product's overall rating. For example, Figure 5 shows different types 

of laptops with different features and their own rating scores, provided on Amazon.com. The 

record shows more than 10,000 results for this specific product. Despite the exterior differences, 

these products share some mutual features that will be employed in the training set to predict the 

product's final rating score. 
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Figure 5. Final rating scores of different products in the same category (Laptop) [37] 

 

The main contribution of this study can be summarized as follows: 

1. We first develop a general product rating prediction model, Figure 6, using general features 

extracted from online product information. The rating can be learned from training datasets 

of all different types of a specific category of products that share mutual features. Deep 

learning algorithms (Deep Neural Network algorithms) are explored to predict the final 

product rating score. 

2. The second contribution relies on extracting custom product features from the reviews as 

summarized in Figure 7. In this model additional features that actually matter to customers, 

are extracted from users’ reviews content by applying NLP techniques (NER Algorithm).  

3. The third contribution focuses on the combination of the first and second approaches, 

Figure 8, to predict the final product rating score. Furthermore, feature selection methods 

are employed to select the most relevant features in order to reduce the dimensionality of 

feature vector spaces and provide the highest level of accuracy. 
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4. Due to the lack of a benchmark dataset, a collection of products of the same product family 

(laptops) is gathered from the Amazon website to validate the model developed in phase 

1. Likewise, a second dataset of customer reviews in the same product category is prepared 

to fulfill the objectives of the phase 2 model. A view of both datasets is provided in the 

Appendix section. 

5. Finally, the combined method is compared with earlier works with respect to performance 

metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and F1 score to check the ability of the 

proposed model in outperforming traditional approaches.  
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Figure 7. Proposed model phase 2: Product rating prediction based on extracted features from reviews 

Figure 8. Proposed model phase 3: The combination of the first and second approaches to predict the final product rating score 
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Figure 6. Proposed model phase 1: General product rating prediction 
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4. Methodology 

This section describes the proposed methodology in detail. The first subsection gives an 

overview of the system architecture. Afterward, the data gathering process, product feature 

extraction from online information (Phase 1), then custom feature extraction from reviews (Phase 

2), and lastly combination of the most influential features to predict the final rating scores are 

addressed (Phase 3).  

4.1. System Architecture 

The general structure of each phase of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 6 toFigure 

8. In Phase 1, a simple product rating prediction is conducted using Deep Learning. To this end, a 

list of product information is scraped from Amazon webpages, and the extracted common product 

features are fed to the training model as the input. Then in Phase 2, in order to identify features 

that customers care about the most, the NER algorithm within NLP applications has been applied 

to the reviews and this time custom product features are extracted (Figure 7). Finally, in Phase 3, 

the combination of the general and custom features is fed into the DL algorithm to predict the 

average rating score of the product. The efficiency of each model is measured through performance 

metrics to quantify the ability of the models in predicting and verifying whether the final model 

can outperform traditional approaches. 

4.2. Product Feature Extraction 

The first step in the process of extracting product features is collecting product information 

from the Amazon website. In order to retrieve this information, a web scraping tool named Data 

Miner is utilized. Data Miner is a Google Chrome and Edge Browser Extension that allows the 

user to crawl and scrape data from websites and save it as a CSV or Excel spreadsheet [38]. With 

this application, one can create a custom crawler to extract desired information from multiple web 

pages.  
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4.2.1. Extracting Product Features from the Online Information 

To accomplish the goal regarding the phase 1 model, we first need to extract general laptop 

features such as brand names, size of the screen, or hard disk capacity from the online product 

information provided by the manufacturers or distributors on Amazon web pages as shown in 

Figure 5. After scraping, a list comprising of product technical description, price of the product, 

rating score, and the number of customers who had rated the products are extracted. By 

preprocessing and applying Python text mining libraries such as RegEx [39], the detailed technical 

product features are extracted from the description column. A regular expression (RegEx) is a 

string of characters that indicates a search pattern in the text. For example, to identify whether the 

description set contains the information regarding hard disk drive (HDD) or solid-state drive (SSD) 

capacity, we can filter out these two strings "HDD" and "SDD" in the description by the pattern r’ 

(?:HDD|SSD)’. Then more complicated patterns can be conducted to determine whether these two 

strings are accompanying a number as the amount of capacity. With the help of regular expression 

and some simple coding in Python, the desired features can be extracted. These features act as the 

input to the model developed in Phase 1. 

4.2.2. Named Entity Recognition 

In order to extract custom product features from online product reviews, traditional approaches 

usually use Bag of Words (BOW), uni/bigram features, Part of Speech (PoS) tags [40] to identify 

noun words as candidates of feature names or utilize TFIDF vector space to train the ML models. 

However, in the past few years, DL has gained considerable success in many NLP tasks, including 

Named entity recognition (NER) [36]. NER aims to identify pre-defined name entities such as 

person, location, organization, etc. in a text [31]. The difference between this approach and the 

previous one is that here the custom product features that users care about the most are unknown, 

and going to be identified by review analysis, while in the previous approach, the general features 

are pre-defined.  

In this study, a significant development in the NLP area, namely, the novel approach of 

Transformers, and more specifically, Simple Transformers is applied. Transformers are built to 
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operate with sequence data, taking an input sequence and generating an output sequence, one 

element at a time. A transformer, for example, may be used to translate an English sentence to a 

French one. The Simple Transformers, on the other hand, is a library that is intended to make using 

Transformer models easier without compromising functionality [41]. The model we used from the 

Simple Transformers library is called “Named Entity Recognition”, where the model type is set to 

“bert” and the model’s name is set to “bert-base-cased”. Bert stands for Bidirectional Encoder 

Representations and is the state-of-the-art pretraining approach and a transformer-based ML 

technique that directly takes in words as input, by converting them into numbers [42]. 

The initial step in developing an NER model is training the model using the training data, 

followed by evaluating the model using the testing data, and lastly making predictions on 

unlabelled data [41]. The NER model's default label list is obtained from the CoNLL dataset [43], 

such as person, location, organization, etc. However, it is possible to define custom labels and pass 

them in when creating the model.  

In order to train the NER model, a new dataset on online product reviews is annotated with 

product features. This dataset was prepared in accordance with the CoNLL2003 dataset and 

BILOU standards. BILOU is an annotation technique that indicates boundary tokens explicitly. 

Learning classifiers that recognize the Outside of text segments, the Beginning, Inside, and Last 

tokens of multi-token chunks, as well as Unit-length chunks, is suggested by the BILOU scheme. 

For instance, “connecting 4K monitor” is labeled as Connecting: “O”, 4K: “B-Feature”, and 

Monitor: “L-Feature”. According to Ratinov et al.[44], the simplest IOB scheme (Begin, In, Out) 

is more difficult to learn than the BILUO scheme which clearly indicates boundary tokens. 

4.3. Artificial Neural Networks 

Neural networks, also known as artificial neural networks (ANNs), are a subcategory of 

machine learning and are at the heart of deep learning algorithms. ANNs are inspired by the brain's 

first models of sensory processing. We can train the network to handle a wide range of problems 

by using algorithms that imitate the activities of actual neurons [45]. An ANN is formed by a group 

of processing units, also known as neurons, that are linked together. Each neuron is a transfer 
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function and can be a nonlinear unit with several inputs and a single output. The architecture of a 

neural network is defined by the network's connections and the neurons' transfer functions [46]. In 

this study, three baseline neural network models have been used, which will be explained in-depth 

in the following subsections. 

4.3.1. Deep Neural Network 

The model of a deep neural network (DNN) is conceptually based on ANNs [47] that operate 

in a stage-wise manner with multiple layers between the input and output layers. The number of 

layers in a network determines its depth. Each layer receives input from previous layers, learns a 

high-level representation of the input, and passes the representation (i.e., output) to a subsequent 

layer [9]. In this framework, the product features extracted in the previous step along with the 

product rating score act as the input that is fed to the network to train the model. The underlying 

architecture of DNN is presented in Figure 9, containing the input layer (features of different 

products in the same category), hidden layers, and the output layer which is the rating score class. 

Each of the layers consists of a variable number of fully connected neurons. In the proposed model, 

the number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the number of product features (m) and there 

is one neuron in the output layer as it is a binary classification model. There are a certain number 

of inputs and weights for each neuron. Each neuron in the hidden layer performs a weighted linear 

summation on the values from the preceding layer, followed by a non-linear activation function. 

The values from the last hidden layer are received by the output layer and transformed into output 

values. Equation (1) shows a set of features where m is the number of dimensions for input. 

Equation (2) describes the weighted linear summation with wi as the weight parameter and b the 

bias, and Equation (3) displays the output of the neuron, where Ø (theta) is the activation function. 

𝑋 =  𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑚                 (1) 

𝑍 =  ∑ (𝑤𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏                 (2)  

𝑂 =  ∅(𝑍)                    (3) 

∅(𝑍) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑍, 0)                 (4) 
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The activation function transforms the weighted summation from the neuron into the 

activation of the neuron in the next layer. In this study, the activation function used in hidden layers 

is the rectified linear activation unit, or ReLU [48]. Considering Equation (4), it has simple 

computation and its linear behavior increases the chances of optimizing the DNN [49]. 

The DNN's last layer takes input from the last hidden layer, transforms it, and outputs a binary 

(0 or 1). It is made up of a single neuron that calculates the weighted sum of its input values and 

utilizes the sigmoid activation function to generate the final output. The sigmoid activation 

function works perfectly in a binary classification problem [49]. The sigmoid activation function 

that estimates the probability of y = 1, is represented as Equation (5). 

�̂� = 𝜎(𝑍) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑍                 (5)  

Where Z is the final hidden layer output determined as in (3) and (4), ŷ is the neuron output, 

and σ is the sigmoid activation function. The initial information is provided by the inputs X, 

propagates to the hidden neurons at each layer, and eventually creates the output, which is a 

number in the range of 0 to 1. To compute the average error across all cases, the cross-entropy loss 

function [50] is employed which is shown as Equation (6). 

ℓ(𝑦, �̂�)  = − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦�̂�
𝑛
𝑖=1                 (6) 

Where 𝑦 is the actual value, ŷ is the output of the DNN, and ℓ(y, ŷ) is the cross-entropy loss 

function. The DNN finds a set of weights that minimizes the difference between y and ŷ, after each 

forward propagation. The procedure moves forward in the network of neurons; hence it is called a 

feed-forward neural network. To achieve the least difference, the DNN backpropagates the error 

information across the layers in order to tune the weights and compute a new ŷ. This procedure 

which is called backpropagation computes the gradient of the loss function with respect to the 

weights, figuring the gradient of each layer at a time, iterating backward from the output layer. On 

the other hand, optimizers are used for training the neural network, applying the gradients 

computed with backpropagation. The adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer [51] is 
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employed in this study which is an adaptive learning rate optimizer and a search technique for 

adjusting the weights of each neuron in the hidden layers [49].  

Input = features 
for product 1

Input = features 
for product 2

Input = features 
for product m

 
Figure 9. Structure of a deep feedforward neural network 

4.3.2. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 

A probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a type of feedforward neural network presented by 

Dr. Specht in 1989 [52] that is used to solve tasks like classification and pattern recognition [53]. 

When applied to a classification task, these networks use the concept of probability theory to 

reduce misclassifications. [31]. PNN has a competitive advantage over other neural network 

models due to the use of Bayesian decision theory and radial basis function (RBF) in its design, as 

well as the consideration of the cross effect of different pattern types. PNN is capable of 

converging to the Bayesian classifier without dropping into local minima as the number of massive 

data increases [54].  

The PNN approach approximates the parent probability distribution function (PDF) of each 

class by estimating a probability density function p(x) from a sample p(xn) that does not need any 

Average rating 
prediction 

      Input Layer             Hidden Layers            Output Layer 

     Activation Function:                         ReLU       ReLU                      Sigmoid 
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previous information or assumptions about the statistical properties. The PDF of each class is then 

used to estimate the class probability, and the Bayes' rule is used to assign the class with the highest 

posterior probability to the new data. Specht in [52] defines a basic framework for a probabilistic 

neural network which is depicted in Figure 10. The network is consisting of four basic layers 

including the input layer, pattern layer, summation layer, and decision layer. 

• Input Layer: The input vector is represented by a pre-processing data set of the training 

sample, which is distributed to the next layer. The number of its neurons should be the 

same as the dimension of all the samples. 

• Pattern Layer: The Euclidean distance between the feature vector of training sample X and 

the radial center xij is employed in the pattern layer to achieve matching between the input 

feature vector and various types of training sets. Equation (7) shows the Euclidean distance 

between the feature vector of training sample X and the radial center xij where: 

 X =  [𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, … , 𝑥𝑛]𝑇 , n =  1, 2, … , 𝑙, and l is for all types of training. xij is the j-th 

center of the i-th training sample, d is the dimension of the eigenvector, and σ is a 

smoothing factor.  

• Summation Layer: This layer calculates the average of the pattern units' output for each 

class. Each class has its own neuron which is linked to all neurons in the pattern layer of 

that class. Equation (8) is the averaging L patterns of class i where υi is the output for class 

i neurons and L is the number of class i neurons.  

• Output Layer: This layer takes the maximum value from the summation layer and assigns 

it to the appropriate class label. Equation (9) selects the class that gives maximum output 

in the summation layer and Type(υi) is the output type of the output layer. 

𝛷 =  
1

(2𝜋)
𝑑
2𝜎𝑑

𝑒
−

(𝑋−𝑥𝑖𝑗)
𝑇

(𝑋−𝑥𝑖𝑗)

2𝜎2                 (7) 

𝜐𝑖 =
∑ 𝛷𝑖𝑗

𝐿
𝑗=1

𝐿
                      (8) 

𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝜐𝑖) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜐𝑖)                (9) 
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σ is determined by the sample density. For each dimension or feature, the easiest way is to 

utilize the standard deviation of training samples. 

 

 
Figure 10. The detailed structure of probabilistic neural networks [54] 

 

In classification applications, PNNs provide a robust alternative to traditional back-

propagation neural networks by eliminating the requirement for enormous forward and backward 

calculations [53]. Therefore, there is no considerable training calculation time associated with 

back-propagation networks in PNNs. 

4.3.3. Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) 

A radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) is a form of a feed-forward neural network, 

as well. A radial basis function is any function that is specified as a function of distance from a 

certain central point (a radius). RBFNN consists of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, 

and the output layer [55]. The hidden layer is the most important component of the RBFNN, as it 

achieves nonlinear hyper-separation and function expansion. The activation function in the hidden 
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layer which is the radial basis function is usually the Gaussian, Equation (10), where ‖𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖‖
2 is 

the Euclidean distance between the feature vector of training sample X and the i-th hidden center 

(ci), and σ is i-th neuron’s bandwidth or the variance and 𝛷𝑖 is the i-th neuron’s output from the 

hidden layer. 

𝛷𝑖 = exp (−
‖𝑥−𝑐𝑖‖2 

2𝜎𝑖
2 )               (10) 

𝑦 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝛷𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1                (11) 

 

 
Figure 11. Radial Basis Function Neural Network Structure [56] 

 

The accuracy of RBFN is mostly determined by the initial centers chosen from the dataset 

before network training begins. One of the widely used procedures in centers selection is clustering 

algorithms such as K-means as it is the fastest, least complicated method that produces acceptable 

accuracy for center selection when compared to other existing clustering algorithms [57]. K-means 

algorithm is an algorithm to classify the dataset based on features into K number of groups by 

minimizing the sum squares of distances between data and the associated cluster center (ci in 

Equation (10)). The output of the RBFNN can be expressed as Equation (11), where wi is the 

weight of neuron i in the linear output neuron. The overview of the RBFNN structure is shown in 

Figure 11 adopted from [56]. 
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The RBFNN and PNN have similar structures; the only difference is that the PNN has one 

more hidden layer than the RBFNN. The PNN also has an advantage over other RBFNN in terms 

of training speed [58]. Table 1 provided a detailed comparison of the three benchmark methods 

used in this study [59]. The final results are elaborated on in the upcoming sections. 

 

Criterion DNN PNN RBFNN 

Architecture 
An input layer, more than 

one hidden layer, an 
output layer  

An input layer, a pattern 
layer (hidden layer), a 
summation layer, an 

output layer 

An input layer, one 
hidden layer, an output 

layer  

Activation Function A non-linear function 
(ReLU, sigmoid, …) 

The activation function is 
based on the probability 

density function 

A radial basis function, 
usually the Gaussian, 

calculates the Euclidean 
distance between the 

feature vector and hidden 
centers 

Number of Hidden 
Neurons 

No defined principle to 
determine the number of 

neurons 

Equal to the number of 
samples 

No defined principle to 
determine the number of 

neurons 

Output Layer 
Uses an activation 

function before linearly 
combining it 

Choose the maximum of 
the computed 
probabilities 

Linearly sums up the 
output of the previous 

neuron 

Training Process Backpropagation Bayesian decision rule Clustering 

Table 1. Similarities and differences of three neural networks algorithms (DNN, PNN, RBFNN) 
 

4.4. Performance measures 

The baseline methods were evaluated in each phase of the proposed methodology. In all stages, 

the performance was measured using the metrics of Accuracy, Recall or Sensitivity, Specificity, 

Precision, and F1-score. These performance measurements are basically evaluated from True 

Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative (FN).  

Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct predictions to the total number of input samples. 

Sensitivity, also known as Recall or true positive rate is the probability that a randomly selected 

known positive will be correctly classified as positive. Specificity, also known as the true negative 
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rate is the probability that a randomly-selected known negative will be incorrectly classified as 

positive. Precision is the ratio of the number of true positives to the total number of positive 

predictions and it measures the quality of a positive prediction made by the model. Lastly, F1-

score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. These metrics are shown in Equations (12) to 

(16). 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+ 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁 
               (12) 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 
                                   (12)            

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 
               (13) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 
               (14) 

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 
              (15) 
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5. Data Collection and Preprocessing 

In this research, three separate datasets are prepared to demonstrate the effectiveness of each 

product rating prediction model. Due to the lack of a benchmark dataset, a collection of products 

from the same product family (laptops) is gathered from the Amazon website to validate the model 

developed in phase 1. After scraping webpages to extract product information using Data Miner 

customized recipe scraper, collected data was extracted to a CSV file. A sample of extracted 

information is depicted in Figure 12. Then the data was cleaned by removing duplicate lines, 

followed by extracting general features by using RegEx and simple coding in Python. After the 

preprocessing, the dataset containing 2028 laptops with unique features was selected. The list of 

extracted general features is provided in Table 2. The overall rating is the average rating that one 

product received in total. Since for this dataset all the overall ratings were between 3 to 5, two 

classes of rating have been defined; class 1: (3-4), and class 2: (4-5) which made the model a binary 

classification. The last row of Table 2 is the overall rating which is labeled 0 if it is in class 1 and 

labeled 1 if it is in class 2. 

 

 
Figure 12.  The extracted information about laptops from multiple web pages on Amazon 
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For the sake of extracting custom product features from online customer reviews and training 

the NER model, another dataset needed to be created. Once more, since no benchmark dataset was 

available regarding laptop features, a collection of reviews for various types of laptops, are 

extracted from the Amazon website to train and validate the model in phase 2. 

 
# Feature Description Data Type 
1 brand Laptops brand names e.g., Apple, Asus, … String 
2 price The price of each product e.g., $750 Integer 
3 size The screen size of the laptop e.g., 11” Integer 
4 cpu The CPU model e.g., Intel core i7 String 
5 hard The Hard Disc capacity e.g., 128 GB Integer 
6 ram RAM (Random Access Memory) capacity e.g., 8 GB Integer 
7 number_of_rating Number of customers who rated the product. Integer 
8 rating_score The average rating of the laptop received in total. Float 

Table 2. Phase 1 model dataset description 
 

The following is an instance of a review posted online regarding the Surface Pro 7 laptop: 

“Pros:• USB-C, Finally! As a past Surface Pro user, this was never a feature. With a USB-C, like 

any computer, you can do so much more with this device now. From headphones to connecting 

external 4k monitors, to charging this and other devices (USB-C chargers are 10x cheaper to get), 

to even connecting an Ethernet adaptor. About time Microsoft. Cons and Oks:• The chunky bezel. 

• The battery life isn’t great. I’m getting around 8 hours of power. That’s having Wi-Fi always on, 

web surfing, daily YouTube playing, and a couple of hours with Netflix (plus a couple of smaller 

apps). Overall: An outdated design that packs a lot of power for those who want more than just a 

generic tablet on the go. Hope I was a help to you. Love, Honest Reviewer” 

Following the CoNLL2003 dataset instruction on how to prepare the data to train the NER 

model, a new dataset consisting of 609 reviews, 1,190 sentences, and 21,365 tokens was created. 

Based on CoNLL2003, no pre-processing is needed. Therefore, the reviews should not be cleaned, 

and no numbers or stop words such as “a”, “the”, “is”, or “are” have to be removed. In this way, 

the model can learn all the possible states of input and label any unseen word efficiently. The 

reviews are then tokenized using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [60]. In order to label the 
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custom product features the BILOU annotation technique is applied. BILOU indicates boundary 

tokens by the Outside of text segments, the Beginning, Inside, and Last tokens of multi-token 

chunks, and Unit-length chunks. For instance, “connecting 4K monitor” is labeled as Connecting: 

“O”, 4K: “B-Feature”, and Monitor: “L-Feature”. The final look of the dataset for the first 15 rows 

is depicted in Figure 13. Afterward, the most frequently labeled features, predicted by the NER 

classifier on all gathered reviews will be fed to the model developed in phase 3. 

 

 
Figure 13. NER training dataset 
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6. Computational Experiments 

This section outlines a number of experiments that were carried out to assess the performance 

of the proposed models. First, the baseline methods used in each phase are presented. Then, the 

experiment setups are described for the proposed approach.  

6.1. Baseline 

Three baseline methods are employed to run phase 1 and phase 3 models including DNN, 

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [61], and Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) 

[55]. The DNN and RBFNN methods are implemented in TensorFlow Keras 

(https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras), and the PNN method is executed in 

NeuPy (http://neupy.com) framework. Keras's sequential model trains the network using the 

backpropagation algorithm and is optimized according to the optimization algorithm and loss 

function specified when compiling the model. For the sake of extracting product features from 

customer online reviews in phase 2, Simple Transformers (https://simpletransformers.ai), which is 

the simplest way to implement BERT, is applied.  

6.2. Experiment Setups 

The input fed to the phase 1 model consists of 2028 examples and 7 features described in Table 

2. All methods were run on a GPU in Google Colab (https://colab.research.google.com) platform. 

The PNN Network is sensitive to cases when one input feature has higher values than the other 

one. Therefore, the input data is normalized before training, by applying StandardScaler(), which 

is a function of the Python Scikit-Learn library (https://scikit-learn.org/). Another important 

parameter for the PNN model is the standard deviation. The standard deviation (std) must be within 

the range of the input features. Furthermore, RBFNNs are fully connected feedforward neural 

networks that use a radial basis function as the activation function of the hidden layers. The 

function, which is usually the Gaussian is defined as a function of distance from a certain central 

point. For the RBFNN baseline method, node locations corresponding to K-means cluster centers 

were used to initialize the network.  

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras
http://neupy.com/
https://simpletransformers.ai/
https://colab.research.google.com/
https://scikit-learn.org/
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In phase 2, the model used from the Simple Transformers library is “Named Entity 

Recognition” with the model type “bert” and the model’s name “bert-base-cased” [62]. Data 

prepared is consisting of 21,365 examples and 3 features (Sentence ID, Tokens, and Labels) which 

are divided into train and validation sets by a 0.2 ratio. 

To ensures that the score of our model does not depend on the way we select our train and test 

subsets cross-validation technique is implemented. Cross-validation is a resampling technique 

used to assess machine learning models on a small sample of data. The process contains a single 

parameter called k that specifies the number of groups into which a given data sample should be 

divided. As a result, the process is frequently referred to as k-fold cross-validation. When a specific 

number for k is selected, for example, k=10 resulting in 10-fold cross-validation. Cross-validation 

uses a small sample size to assess how the model is likely to perform in general when used to 

generate predictions on data that was not included during the model's training [63]. In this research, 

10-fold cross-validation was performed 200 times for each experiment. Moreover, the average 

accuracy was calculated based on 200 cross-validation replications. Finally, a grid search was used 

to find the optimum hyper-parameters.  

An imbalance in the dataset was the main concern, as the number of products rated from 3 to 

4 was not equal to the number of products rated from 4 to 5. To tackle this issue, a combination of 

oversampling and under sampling techniques, named SMOTE5Tomek [64], which is proved to be 

more effective than just using solely oversampling (SMOTE) or under-sampling (Tomek) [65], 

was implemented. The details of the hyper-parameters and configurations utilized in the above-

mentioned algorithms are presented in  Table 3 and Table 4. 

 
Input shape (Phase 1) 2028 × 7 
Input shape (Phase 3) 2028 × 13 

Dropout Rate 0.3 
Learning Rate 0.01 

Hidden Layers Activation Function ReLU [48] 
Optimizer Adam [51] 

 
5 SMOTE: Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique 
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Batch Size 128 
epochs 200 

PNN std 0.3 
RBFNN betas 2.0 

Table 3. Phase 1 & Phase 3 hyper-parameters and configurations 
 
 

Input shape (Phase 2) 21365 × 3 
Model type  bert 

Model’s name bert-base-cased[62] 
num_train_epochs 12 

Learning Rate 1e-4 
train_batch_size 64 
eval_batch_size 32 

Table 4. Simple Transformers hyper-parameters and configurations 
 

6.3. Experimental Results 

This research aims to thoroughly analyze the performance of the proposed models in the three 

mentioned stages. The results of each phase are displayed in Table 5 to Table 8, respectively. These 

results were achieved on the laptop dataset collected from Amazon. 

6.3.1. Results for Phase 1 Model 

This stage corresponds to a product rating prediction model, using general features extracted 

from online product information, including Brand Names, Price, Screen Size, CPU, Hard Disk 

Size, RAM, and Number of Ratings. The three baseline Neural Networks algorithms are used to 

predict the overall product rating score. Table 5 displays the results for the first phase on the laptop 

dataset. As it can be observed from the table, the RBFNN had the best performance in terms of 

accuracy, recall, and F1 score, using the first seven general product features as the input. On the 

other hand, the DNN model outperformed the PNN and RBFNN in terms of Precision and 

Specificity which shows the model's ability to truly predict the positive and negative cases.  
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Model Input 
Features 

Accuracy Precision Recall 
(Sensitivity) 

Specificity F1 Score 

DNN 
x0 – x6  

(7 features) 

78.92% (+/- 1.68%) 82.90% (+/- 3.54%) 72.82% (+/- 4.67%) 84.98% (+/- 3.22%) 77.40% (+/- 2.88%) 

PNN 79.56% (+/- 1.56%) 81.19% (+/- 2.33%) 76.87% (+/- 2.39%) 82.22% (+/- 1.77%) 79.56% (+/- 1.56%) 

RBFNN 80.31% (+/- 2.74%) 80.93% (+/- 2.02%) 79.16% (+/- 4.62%) 81.25% (+/- 2.97%) 79.99% (+/- 3.13%) 

DNN: Deep Neural Network, PNN: Probability Neural Network, RBFNN: Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

Table 5. Comparison results for phase 1 model on the laptop dataset with general features 
 

6.3.2. Results for Phase 2 Model 

In the second stage, additional features are extracted from online customer reviews to identify 

the most frequent custom product features that have been mentioned by the consumers. In order to 

determine these custom features, a Simple Transformers NER model is applied to a new dataset. 

The details of this newly created dataset were explained in section 0. The model could achieve a 

good performance in classifying the product features. An instance of a predicted review is provided 

below. As it can be seen, the model could correctly predict “i7”, “16gb ram”, “i9”, and “battery 

life” which are referred to as CPU model, RAM size, and battery life, as product features. The 

results of this part are summarized in Table 6. 

Model Model Type Eval_loss Precision Recall  F1 Score 
Simple Transformers 

NERModel 
bert 0.1741 79.34% 80% 79.67% 

Table 6. Results for Simple Transformers NERModel to extract additional product features from online customer reviews 
 
Review:  

“the i7 version with 16gb ram is ample and it is highly responsive and fast - even in comparison 

to my heavy duty i9 laptop.  Horrible, unacceptable battery life!” 

Predicted labels: 

[[{'the': 'O'}, 

  {'i7': 'U-F'}, 

  {'version': 'O'}, 

  {'with': 'O'}, 

  {'16gb': 'B-F'}, 

  {'ram': 'L-F'}, 

  {'is': 'O'}, 
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  {'ample': 'O'}, 

  {'and': 'O'}, 

  {'it': 'O'}, 

  {'is': 'O'}, 

  {'highly': 'O'}, 

  {'responsive': 'O'}, 

  {'and': 'O'}, 

  {'fast': 'O'}, 

  {'-': 'O'}, 

  {'even': 'O'}, 

  {'in': 'O'}, 

  {'comparison': 'O'}, 

  {'to': 'O'}, 

  {'my': 'O'}, 

  {'heavy': 'O'}, 

  {'duty': 'O'}, 

  {'i9': 'U-F'}, 

  {'laptop.': 'O'}, 

  {'horrible,': 'O'}, 

  {'unacceptable': 'O'}, 

  {'battery': 'B-F'}, 

  {'life!': 'L-F'}]] 

 
By analyzing all the gathered reviews, the most frequent labeled features predicted by the NER 

classifier were obtained. Based on this, 7 extra features are added to the first set of general features 

that include Battery Life, Screen Resolution, OS, Number of Ports, Weight, USB-C, and Camera 

Quality. The details of extracted features are provided in Table 7. 

 
# Feature Description Data Type 
1 battery_life The duration that the battery can hold charge in hour Float 
2 resolution The screen resolution e.g., 1080, 768, …  Interger 
3 os The Operation System e.g., Windows, Mac, … String 
4 number_of_ports The number of input ports e.g., usb port Integer 
5 weight The weight of the laptop in lbs Float 
6 usb-c Whether the laptop has usb-c or not Boolean 
7 camera The quality of the built-in webcam e.g., VGA, HD, … String 

Table 7. Phase 2 model dataset description 
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6.3.3. Results for Phase 3 Model 

In the third stage, the combination of general features and additional custom product features, 

a total of 14 features, are fed to the Neural Networks algorithms. Once again, the three baseline 

models with the same hyper-parameters and configurations are used to predict the overall product 

rating score. In the phase 3 model, in order to achieve the optimal results and due to the excessive 

number of features, a feature selection [62] method is implemented. Feature selection is an 

excellent solution to reduce the dimensionality of feature vector space as it removes irrelevant and 

redundant data, reduces computation time, improves learning accuracy, and facilitates better 

comprehension of the learning model or data [62]. To apply this method, sklearn.feature_selection 

module of python [63] has been utilized. This module works by selecting the best features based 

on univariate statistical tests [63]. In this model, the chi2 (χ2) test is performed to select the highest 

scoring features. As a result, 13 features out of 14 (all features except number_of_ports) yield the 

best performance in terms of evaluation metrics.  

Table 8 displays the results for the third phase model executed on the phase 1 dataset plus 

custom features. As can be observed from the table, RBFNN outperforms the other neural network 

models in terms of accuracy, recall, and F1-score, while PNN achieved better results in terms of 

precision, and specificity which shows the model's ability to truly predict the positive and negative 

cases. 

Model Input 
Features 

Accuracy Precision Recall 
(Sensitivity) 

Specificity F1 Score 

DNN 
x0 – x13  

(13 features) 

83.31% (+/- 1.48%) 86.76% (+/- 2.88%) 78.87% (+/- 3.55%) 87.93% (+/- 2.82%) 82.52% (+/- 1.16%) 

PNN 83.66% (+/- 1.84%) 87.63% (+/- 3.18%) 78.29% (+/- 3.20%) 89.08% (+/- 2.20%) 83.66% (+/- 1.84%) 

RBFNN 84.01% (+/- 1.80%) 83.75% (+/- 2.86%) 84.68% (+/- 5.04%) 83.45% (+/- 3.56%) 84.06% (+/- 1.90%) 

DNN: Deep Neural Network, PNN: Probability Neural Network, RBFNN: Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

Table 8. Comparison results for phase 3 model on the laptop dataset with combined features (13 features selected) 
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7. Discussion 

By comparing the results in Table 5 and Table 8, it can be concluded that adding the extra 

features to the proposed product rating prediction model obtained better results in all three neural 

networks and all the performance metrics. The benchmark models are improved by 3.7%-4.4% in 

accuracy, 2.8%-6.4% in precision, 1.4%-6% in recall, 2.2%-6.9% in specificity, and 4.1-5.1% in 

F1 score. Moreover, the corresponding training time for all the models on Google Colab with GPU 

is also presented in Table 9, where running time may vary significantly due to computation 

resource fluctuation. In terms of processing time, PNN is the fastest algorithm to predict the 

product's overall rating scores. 

Final Model Input Features Training Time 
DNN 

x7 – x13  
(13 features) 

00:03:23 

PNN 00:00:02 

RBFNN 00:03:55 
Table 9. Phase 3 models Training Time on Google Colab with 1 GPU (run-time format in hour:minute:second) 

 

Furthermore, a general comparison was performed between this work and some recent 

research in the area of rating prediction on different datasets. This comparison was made based on 

the fact that the overall rating score of a product is the average of every single rating coming along 

with the product review.  In [1], the authors used DL algorithms to predict the review rating. The 

framework consists of two phases comprising DL bidirectional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) 

model architecture and word embedding as the input features. The first phase is used for polarity 

prediction (negative, neutral, or positive sentiment), and the second phase is used to predict review 

ratings from the review text on Amazon books and Yelp restaurants. In both datasets, the phase 3 

final model of this study outperformed their scores in terms of precision, recall, and F1-measure.  

In [16], the authors performed a review rating prediction as a multiclass classification problem. 

They used the latent topic of the review, by applying topic modeling techniques, and the sentiment 

of the review as the input features fed to their DL models. The task of determining which topics 

best characterizes a given corpus is known as topic modeling and the latent topic is the hidden 
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topic that can be perceived from the document. Furthermore, the sentiment of each review is 

extracted using a sentiment analyzer developed by the authors. An ML/DL-based prediction model 

is then trained using the original user ratings, latent topics, and their sentiments. Despite this study, 

that predicts the overall product rating, their model predicts the ratings for the corresponding 

reviews. To evaluate the performance of their proposed model, the authors utilized a similar 

category of products as this study (i.e., cellphones and electronics).  Given that they just predicted 

the rating of each review rather than the overall product rating, they could achieve higher results 

than this work. However, without using sentiment analysis, which is not employed here, their 

findings were lower than ours. 

Lastly, Liu [66] focuses on rating prediction for restaurants based on their review texts without 

applying sentiment analysis. The model is a multiclass classification problem, where the input is 

the textual data (reviews), and the output is the predicted class (1-5 stars). The prediction task is 

done using several ML and transformer-based algorithms such as BERT, described in section 

4.2.2. They could achieve the best results, through the XLNet classifier, a large bidirectional 

transformer that uses enhanced training methodology, larger datasets, and more computational 

power. As a result, the XLNet classifier on the Yelp restaurants dataset led to a score of 70% in 

both accuracy and F1 measure.  Table 10 provides the comparison scheme for the above-mentioned 

studies.  

 
Study Features Classifier Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

[1] Word 
Embedding Bi-GRU 

Amazon 
(Books) - 72% 72% 69% 

Yelp 
(Restaurants) - 67% 66% 66% 

[16] Latent topic 
of reviews RNN 

Amazon 
(Electronics) 82% 74% 80% 81% 

Amazon (Cell 
Phones and 
Accessories) 

78% 72% 73% 74% 

[66] Textual data 
from reviews XLNet Yelp 

(Restaurants) 70.44% - - 70.87% 
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Bi-GRU: Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit, RNN: Recurrent Neural Network, DNN: Deep Neural Network, PNN: 
Probability Neural Network, RBFNN: Radial Basis Function Neural Network 

 
The results justify the research question on whether it is possible to predict the popularity of a 

product via its rating score using solely the product features. This work demonstrates that product 

features can be used to predict the overall product rating score while most of the existing related 

literature, predicts the review rating score by identifying the sentiment polarity of the reviews. 

Another significant achievement of the proposed model is that not all the general features are the 

main reason behind shaping customer satisfaction, but also there are some features that actually 

matter to customers which can be hidden in thousands of reviews they share.  

  

Study Features Classifier Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 

Proposed 
Model 

Product 
Features 

DNN 

Amazon 
(Laptops) 

83.31%  86.76%  78.87%  82.52% 

PNN 83.66%  87.63%  78.29% 83.66% 

RBF NN 84.01%  83.75%  84.68%  84.06% 

Table 10. Comparing the results of the proposed model with recent related works on other validated datasets 
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8. Conclusion 

This research investigated the influence of general and custom product features on predicting 

product overall rating scores. The designed system consists of three different phases: (1) predicting 

overall rating by feeding the general product features, extracted from the online product 

information available on Amazon webpages to the DL training model. (2) identifying other 

features that customers care about the most by applying the NER algorithm to the customer online 

reviews, and (3) feeding the combination of the general and custom features to the DL training 

model to predict the overall rating score of the product. The datasets used in this research are new 

sources created by the author. Data has been collected on laptop products from the Amazon website 

and the annotated dataset of product features to train the NER model has been scraped and prepared 

using online customer reviews. The experimental results demonstrated an impressive performance 

of the proposed model in predicting the overall rating score of the product. Also, the proposed 

model’s prediction performance is improved when custom features are added to the input. The 

RBFNN model could achieve the highest accuracy of 84.01%, 84.68% for recall, and 84.06% for 

F1 score, while the PNN model obtained the highest score of 87.63% in precision. In the end, the 

proposed model could outperform similar works in predicting rating scores without applying 

sentiment analysis. 

This research benefits businesses to accurately identify the exact points of strengths and 

weaknesses of their products or services from the customer's point of view. The investigation of 

customers’ experiences is intrinsic to the business's success as it can give inspiration and insight 

to companies to understand customers' needs and desires. 
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9. Future research directions 

This study can be extended in several directions elaborated as follow: 

1) Due to the lack of a benchmark dataset, this research is based on original data collections, 

as mentioned in earlier sections. Since having more data in deep learning models results 

in better and more consistent outcomes, future research can enhance the current datasets 

by adding more samples.  

2) The proposed framework in this study can be further validated in the context of more 

general categories of products and online reviews such as electronics, movies, books, etc. 

3) To resolve the imbalance in data, a combination of oversampling and under sampling 

techniques has been used in this research. In the future, all the possible sampling schemes 

such as Adaptive Synthetic Sampling or a combination of SMOTE (oversampling) with 

other under sampling techniques may be explored and an appropriate one may be used in 

the proposed framework to improve the prediction performance. 

4) When analyzing reviews, it is worth assuming not all of them are meaningful as some of 

them may be rather fraudulent. To address this issue, spam review detection algorithms 

can be employed to remove fake and redundant reviews that are less important and cause 

the model's performance to drop.  

5) Covering more e-commerce websites other than Amazon such as eBay, Walmart, BestBuy, 

Flipkart, etc. could be another path to follow in order to enhance the current datasets. 

6) Another research direction would be identifying the product features that altering them 

would enhance the product rating and determining how these modifications should be 

made in order to get the optimum results. 
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Appendix A 

This study is done on original datasets developed by the author. For each phase of the research, 

a unique dataset has been created. A screenshot of each of them is presented in Table A. 1, Table 

A. 2, and Table A. 3 
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Table A. 1: Dataset used in phase 1 model 
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Table A. 2: Dataset used in phase 2 model 
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Table A. 3: Dataset used in phase 3 model 
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